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PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF PARK MUSEUM PROBLEMS IN TIME OF WAR

By Carl P . Russell, Supervisor of Interpretation,

National Park Service
(A paper presented before the Science Section, 37th Annual Meeting of the
American Association of Museums, May 19, 1942, Williamsburg, Virginia)

The great scenic parks of the coun- follow then, that park programs

try and the Nation's most significant should be conducted most energetic-

historic sites themselves are muse- ally in times of war . There are
urns in true sense—museums of the some practical problems, however,

out-of-doors . The most famous of to be met and solved . It is those

these areas are included in the Na- problems about which I shall speak,
tional Parks System, but hundreds of and my thoughts are directed es-
important historic sites and scenic pecially upon the national parks and

crems are preserved as State Parks . monuments.

They are the foci of our national

	

Proposed inroads upon park

character and culture .

	

resources

For many years it has been agreed Now, as was the case during

generally that the public services World War I, threats are made to
rendered in these shrines and draw upon the areas of the Na-
beauty spots encourages a good na- tional Park System for timber, live-

tional morale through recreation and stock grazing rights, minerals and
the pride that comes to men and water supply . Emergency landing
women who see in them a native fields are sought, maneuver grounds

land of great bounty, lasting tradi- and training areas are asked for by

tions and thrilling beauty . The ral- the military, enemy aliens ' concen-

lying of American spirit that ac- tration camps are designated and
companies public use of national other proposals for park use may
and state parks constitutes some- be made which constitute inroads
thing of an influence on the national upon established precedent contrary

victory program during any emer- to basic service policy . Park re-

gency .

	

sources are to be likened to the most

These facts, no doubt, will be ac- precious of museum accessions . Any

cepted as evident . It would seem to museum director who is the custod-
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ian of a Revolutionary War cannon from the disturbing evidences of the
will resist demands to melt that relic turmoil about us . It is our respal.
as scrap iron unless the acute na- sibility to evaluate the relative
tional need for such action is shown . portance and the possible effect t

To date the National Park Service each proposal . No sacrifices th I'

has been reasonably successful in are proved to be essential to w
adjusting proposals of these types in ning the war and to which no all,

a manner so that cooperation in the native exists will be opposed but
war effort has not suffered, and so burden of proof rests upon th
that little harm has resulted to the who propose the sacrifices.
areas. In taking a stand on pro-
posals of this nature perhaps the Limitation of travel imposed by Weir

Service exposes itself to the criticism

	

Rubber shortage, gas rations : ~
that its conservation policy is not en- and priorities on transportation
tirely in sympathy with the all-out common carrier have relegated
war effort . Such criticism would not tional park travel to a place of mi:
be justified . In war as in peace the importance in the travel picture . 1
highest form of conservation is still April, 1942, the number of natter I
the wisest use of our possessions . park visitors dropped to one half
The National Park Service is corn- number that went to the parks
mitted to the idea that it should hold April 1941 . It seems likely that I

the national parks in their original summer months will witness
character and as free as possible grower decline . At first thought
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may seem that this condition clone,' and monuments To the best of my
the door of opportunity to serve. We knowledge the agencies renponniblo
should not be too hasty in accept- for citizen health and morale have

ing that idea .

	

not considered this possibility . It is
The Nazis have made it an objec- quite necessary to define a govern-

tive to provide the Germany citi- ment policy that will distinguish
zenry with relaxation and recrea- this type of travel for essential rest

tion . England has made it a gov- and recreation from the "pleasure
ernmental duty to provide her in- trips" now banned by the lack of

dustrial workers with recreational rubber and congestion of common

facilities . It has been reported that carrier facilities. If such distinc-
museum attendance in England tion is made, I am sure that the Na-
has jumped to new highs during tional Park Service can adjust its

this war. At this moment Great programs so as to distinguish the
Britain is establishing national war-time recreation from business-

parks and nature preserves in the as-usual in the national parks and
British Isles—something that never monuments . If morale-building agen-

was done before . There is a reason . cies and transportation companies
England has studied the problem of can get together in bringing indus-
fatigue under the stress of war and trial workers to the parks the Na-

has determined that when men are tional Park Service will do its share
worked too hard production of war in making the travel worthwhile.

materials falls off . A drive has been

made by the government to estab
Curtailment of National Park Service

lish more recreational areas, to pro-

videvide more facilities for rest and re-

	

Parallel with the physical limita-

laxation, and to transport citizens to tions to park travel is the executive

these areas and facilities .

	

and legislative vigilance evident
During the past several months a now in the Bureau of the Budget, the

number of British fighting ships have House, the Senate and elsewhere in
put in to United States ports for re- the high places . Most of us are ac-

pairs and replenishment of arms . quainted with the survey being con
The crews of these vessels have ducted by the Senate for the pur-
been taken to areas under the ad- pose of eliminating unnecessary em-

ministration of the National Park Ser- ployees and programs of the Federal
ice and given opportunity to rest . Government . We have noted the

Special provision for transportation drastic cuts made in the appropria-

was necessary, of course .

	

tions for those agencies not engaged
It would seem that similar special in waging war. Those of us who

provisions can be made to transport read the Congressional Record ob-
our own workers and their families, serve the trend of legislation af-
perhaps, to certain national parks fecting many non-defense activities.
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A recent mild expression of a mem- ployment of a staff—a staff po p

ber of the House may be quoted as sessed of the capabilities of a great

a fair example of the average legis- museum staff . On the walls of the

lator's attitude: "Our Government amphitheatre of the Tomb of the Un

should be engaged only in activities known Soldier in Arlington National
that are for the public interest, and Cemetery is inscribed a signifior if

these activities should be measured expression of thought:
in the light of our present situation,

	

"When we assumed the sold it

and their necessity in the prosecu-

	

we did not lay aside the c i f ]

tion of the war."

	

zen ."

I hope I will not be misunderstood .

	

Just now there does seem to

Diversions, deferments and curtail- some tendency to throw cerl, r n

ments should be made, of course, if deep concerns of citizenry out of if ,•
they will hurry the winning of the window.
war. The National Park Service al-

ready has made notable reductions

	

The Criterion of justified "dafen ;(

in its programs. But there is a law

	

expenditures"

of diminishing returns which must

	

In selecting our measuring
not be forgotten . The "public inter- for defense spending we may
ests " referred to by the Congress- take a leaf from our allies . In I"
man includes an interest in the land today, in the face of deva : .i
maintenance of the Nation itself dur- ing raids and possible invasion, :

ing the present struggle . It em- seums double their effort and i
braces, too, a preparation for the ticnal parks come into exister

peace to come .

	

This new cultural activity a

Someone has said, "How can we money—money which some lead ,

expect to combat forces in remote harried by military reverses nn , :

places, that worship only power and have insisted be diverted to " p:
materials, without first making effort tical" use in fighting the enemy . I

to keep our own ideas of worth in informed critics may conclude i i
good order?" I hold to the idea that city museums and the "great r : . .

the safeguarding of our national seums of the out-of-doors," the N, r

heritage preserved in our great tional Parks and Monuments of tii "

scenic parks and historic shrines is United States, are not very imp

one important way of keeping our ant to the Nation in time of war, I

own ideas of worth in good order . if they do, I believe that it is a c',

These natural values and cultural clusion based on fallacious preiui

treasures will not take care of them-

	

Astute leaders will not forget II i+

selves. A continuing program of cultural institutions help to ni( r ,

preservation, research and interpre- taxes collectable and spirit invir
tation is necessary . That means em- ible.
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A BLESSED EVENT NEAR THE MUSEUM
By C. Frank Brockman, Park Naturalist

81

In connection with a reel depict-
ing the animal life of Yosemite Na-
tional Park, we had been attempting
for some time to take motion pic-
tures of a doe with fawns . Yosem-
ite fawns are usually born in July,
and in order to gain maximum in-
terest we wanted to photograph
them in the stage of earliest in-
fancy. Other duties, poor light, or
the unavailability of the animals at

the time desired always seemed to
interfere, and as the season pro-
gressed, it appeared that our photo-
graphic efforts would have to be de-

ferred until next season insofar as
that subject was concerned.

At 5 o'clock on the afternoon of
August 20, it was, therefore, both a
thrilling and unexpected surprise to
discover that a doe had just given
birth to twin fawns . The situation
was even more ideal for photo-

graphic purposes since the blessed
event had occurred just a short dis-
tance from the museum . Better co-
operation could hardly be expected.

From an eye witness the first
fawn saw the light of day at 9 :'10 p.
m ., while the second of the pair had

been born some 15 to 20 minutes
later . When observed by the writer

these twins were but a few minutes
old, yet were attempting to nurse.

Unperturbed by the audience of
seven or eight people who had gath-
ered on hearing of the birth, the doe
proceeded to care for her young by
caressing them tenderly with her
tongue . Later, she bedded down be-

siege them amid the protecting shel-
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ter of a rank growth of bracken tion . The fawns, with wobbly kn('t'i
ferns near a Coffee Berry bush .

	

now somewhat stronger, follown,l
Early the next morning the doe the doe who encouraged and coaxr l

and twins were still in the same lo- them along with a series of plainhvn
cation . Later the mother probably bleats.
apprehensive of the interest and at-

	

Thus it was a distinct pleasure 10 4

tention her offspring would create on only to have the opportunity of t )I
the part of human beings—led them tographing this recent addition ti)

away to a more secluded spot bor- the Yosemite deer family, but als,
dering the museum garden fence, record the unusually late birth 1
which was well protected by vegeta- twin fawns on August 20.

SNOWPLANT SEEKS COVER OF A TENT
By Ranger-Naturalist Russel Lewis

86

On July 1, 1942, we noticed some
thing of a blood-red color protrudinc
through the floor of our tent-cabin it

the Mariposa Grove Campground
On taking up a floor board we dis-
covered the brilliant red shafts o

three beautiful snowplants (Sarco-
des sanguinea) . The fact that this
plant was growing under our tent
floor proves that as a saprophyte it

needs no sunlight . Like other saprr
phytes, it lacks the green chlorop! i,i
which is present in most floweri
plants . The chlorophyll is the ma
rial in the leaves which in the pn ..

ence of sunlight helps manufact
plant food. These saprophytes 1 i • .
on decaying organic material a i I
need no sunshine . Therefore, it
just as logical to find the snowpl(n
under a tent as in other shaded f(
est areas.

The snowplants were quite abt i
dant through the grove area ti n

year. They often grow in clustc J

through the thick shaded blanket
pine needles near the edge of -
Hi-melting snow banks . By June ar
July the snow in the Maripoh
Grove is gone, and the snowplan

are found in areas where the soil
quite moist . The floor of the tent a
parently provided that moist protec
tion, and gave us the thrill of hat:

ing this delightful plant appear ur
expectedly in our living quarters .
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A LITTLE LIFE IN GHOST TOWN BODIE
By Ranger-Naturalist Russel L. Lewis

In his book "100 Years in Yosem- than $75,000,000 . Although Bodie is
ite," Dr. Carl Russell has one chap- often referred to as a ghost town,
ter on early mining excitements east there are more than 100 residents
of Yosemite . The town of Bodie, living there now. Most of them are
California, has had its ups and involved with the mining compan-,
downs in this mining business .

	

ponies.

W . S . Body came from Pough- A small museum is being estab-
keepsie, New York in 1848 . About lished at Bodie by the Cains—long
eleven years later he crossed So- time residents there . Here the vis-
nora Pass with a group of other itor will find many articles that tell
miners to prospect in the Mono area. the unwritten story of the boom
Their find was a good one, but Mr. days. Since mining was about the
Body died in a snow storm in March only occupation in that area, as va-
1860, while on the way to Monoville rious depressions came, people had
for supplies . The town's name of to leave. Not being anxious to be
Body was later changed to Bodie .

	

loaded down, they left behind many
The progress of Bodie was slow. interesting possessions, including

From 1860 to 1877, an average of sewing machines, some of which the
twenty votes were polled each year . Cains have placed in the museum.
In 1878, the Bodie Mining Company A Wells Fargo Express book tells
made a rich strike of gold and sil- another part of the story . On Feb-
ver. The news spread rapidly ruary 18, 1884, this company hauled
through all the mining camps. By a load of ore to San Francisco val-
1879, the town is said to have had lied at $32,682 .79. A week later the
over 10,000 residents .

	

load was $29,272 .60, while the next
Many of the residences and busi- week it was $26,292 .71 . Those are

ness places are still standing, but typical of the weekly shipments from

fires have destroyed many . Some of one mine. Many other articles in
the mines are still being worked . the museum, such as record books.
The Standard Hill has been in oper- snowshoes for horses, lamps, guns,
ation almost continuously since 1879, and letters bear witness of this for-
and is said to have produced more mer boom town of the west .
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Mrs. Ella M . Cain has also made a basket water jug was made by
wonderful collection of more than blind old "Matchie, " who was said
S00 Indian baskets which are also to have been over 100 years old.
on display at the museum. Mrs. Many of the baskets were purchased
Cain's hobby of basket collecting when the annual "Indian Field

began over 35 years ago. She has Day" was held in Yosemite Valley.
a basket water jug which was pur- Mrs. Cain knowns Yosemite 's Lucy
chased from the Indians by her par- Telles as one of the finest basket
ents over 60 years ago . Another makers living today.

HIGHLIGHTING YOSEMITE'S HISTORY
By C. Frank Brockman, Park Naturalist

An article of particular value to matter of considerable conjecture as
those interested in the history of Yo- to whether or not this group of men
semite National Park, written by actually saw Yosemite Valley, or

Francis P. Farquhar and entitled whether the original discovery oc-
"Walker's Discovery of Yosemite, " curred 18 years later in 1851 by the
appeared in the recently issued Si- Mariposa Battalion. The general
erra Club Bulletin (Vol . XXVII, No . concensus of opinion had been that
4; August, 1942) . Mr. Farquhar, who Walker, although he passed through

has already contributed a great the area now incorporated in the
deal toward a better understanding park, did not actually observe the
of many historical aspects of the valley ; that their route ' took them
Sierra region through numerous along the highland between the Yo-

publications on this subject, dis- semite and Hetch Hetchy and, as
cusses certain aspects of the memor- they were anxious to complete their
able journey of the Walker party long and arduous journey, did not
from Salt Lake City to the Pacific explore the areas on either side of
Coast in 1833—an event of particu- their route.
lar importance to this region in view Mr. Farquhar, however, quotes

of the fact that en route these men several passages from pertinent
crossed the Sierra Nevada, and early documents relative to this
passed through the region now em- journey that shed new light on this
braced within the boundaries of Yo- interesting chapter of Yosemite His-
semite National Park . They were tory, indicating that these men were
thus the first white men to set foot the first to view this great granite

in this area . Although Walker and gorge.

his party have been generally cred- The article, and the list of refer-
ited with the discovery of the Giant ences which are given at its con-
Sequoia (Sequoia gigantea) which cl ; ;sion, should receive the attention
was in itself an event of particular of all who are interested in the his-
interest, it was for many years a tory of Yosemite National Park.
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